APPENDIX: COURSES SATISFYING AREA REQUIREMENTS

The following list indicates the area requirements that each course is normally used to satisfy; where two area requirements are listed, the student may choose which area the course will count towards. If a student wishes to use a course for an area not mentioned on this list, special arrangements, described under “The Course Option: Guidelines and Further Details” above, must be made.

501: Studies in Greek Philosophy (History)
502: Studies in Medieval Philosophy (History)
503: Studies in Early Modern Philosophy (History)
505: Islamic and Jewish Philosophy and the Classical Tradition (History)
506: Advanced Philosophy of Religion (Metaphysics and Epistemology)
507: Recent American Philosophy (Metaphysics and Epistemology)
510: Phenomenology (Metaphysics and Epistemology)
514: 20th Century Analytic Philosophy I (History; Metaphysics and Epistemology; Philosophy of Language)
515: 20th Century Analytic Philosophy II (Metaphysics and Epistemology; Logic, Language & Science)
520: Existentialism (Value Theory)
524: Contemporary Ethical Theory (Ethics)
525: Studies in Metaphysics (Metaphysics)
530: Deconstructionist and Postmodernist Philosophy (Value Theory)
532: Studies in Theory of Knowledge (Epistemology)
535: Studies in Philosophy of Mind (Metaphysics)
540: Studies in Social and Political Philosophy (Value Theory)
542: Rationality and Relativism: African American Perspectives (Variable: consult advisory committee)
545: Recent Analytic Philosophy (Variable: consult advisory committee)
550: Advanced Symbolic Logic (Logic)
551: Philosophy of the Natural Sciences (Philosophy of Science; Epistemology)
552: Philosophy of the Social Sciences (Philosophy of Science)
555: Critical Theory (Variable: consult advisory committee)
557: Medieval Political Thought and Philosophy (History; Value Theory)
560: Studies in Eastern Philosophy (Variable: consult advisory committee)
575: Problems in Aesthetics (Value Theory)
576: Philosophy and Literature (Value Theory)
580: Metalogic (Logic)
601: Special Topics in Ancient Philosophy (History)
610: Recent Continental Philosophy (Variable: consult advisory committee)
624: Seminar in Ethics (Ethics)
650: Advanced Topics in Logic (Logic)
665: Philosophy of Language (Philosophy of Language)
672: Philosophy of Logic (Philosophy of Logic)
680: Dissertation Seminar
683: Studies in Continental Rationalism (History)
684: Studies in British Empiricism (History)
685: The Philosophy of Kant (History)